Building Better Opportunities progress report Sept – Dec 19
This report has been produced by participants of the BBO project

Our FACET calendars arrived from the printers and were distributed
for sale immediately as we had lots of interest. This gave our
participants lots of encouragement and satisfaction for all their hard
work.

Chris, Andrew and Robert have made calendar
holders in their woodwork sessions so the
calendars can be displayed in FACET and in our
shops.

Participants are continuing to learn drawing,
painting and framing their work as part of
their portfolios of artwork.

Dean, Christian, Lewis, Kobe and Mark have all joined the project.

Michael has left the project after 2 years and
has gained so much self-confidence in his
achievements, which have included learning IT,
completing a qualification in Enterprise,
working with others to build on his social skills
and learning more around work related
activities.

The project continues to support participants to learn how enterprise
works through work experience, making products in woodwork and
through practical art and design.

Christian, John and Andrew have applied for and received their bus
passes.

Rachel and Emma completed their Entry level 1
qualification in Enterprise and are working
towards an Entry level 2 qualification.
Andrew, Ben and Rachael have all completed
their Entry level 2 qualification and will receive
their certificates when these have been
moderated.

Ryan and Andrew received their certificates for completing an Entry
level 2 qualification in enterprise.

Andrew’s, Rachael’s and Ben’s portfolios have been sent off to be
moderated.
John and Christian helped to hand out leaflets in Tesco March to
promote their food bank.

Andrew has finished upcycling his
bookcase and bought this for himself.

Robert has upcycled a couple of bird feeding
stations in woodwork. He sanded these and restained them.

Participants promoted and held a Christmas
craft sale where we displayed and sold lots of
different products made by group members.
Participants learned about promotion,
customer skills, money handling and
advertising their work.

Ben and Rachael have moved on from the project. Both have gained
skills in independent living, I.T, working on enterprise projects,
completing their Enterprise qualifications which have increased their
self-confidence to move into new activities.

